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Seeing God in Everything and Reiki
by KATHLE E N GLAV ICH, SND on SE PTE M BE R 18, 20 19
in U NCATE GORIZ E D

A number of things happened recently to provide me with a topic for this post.
Yesterday I went to the eye doctor to get “piano glasses,” which will let me see the
notes without tilting my head back when I play for the people in Notre Dame Village
on Sundays. Then this morning on a Christian music CD I heard a song whose lyrics
repeated, “Everywhere I go I see You.” Then in the day’s reflection on St. Hildegard I
read that she “presented a picture of human beings and the cosmos as emanations of
God’s love, ‘living sparks’ or ‘rays of his splendor, just as the rays of the sun proceed
from the sun itself.” ” Everything then has the power to remind us of God.
I saw God in the full moon this week and in the geese formation flying over our pine
trees this morning. I saw God in the women at St. Basil’s who attentively listened to
my talk on the Holy Spirit. I saw God in the face of the Sister who helped me measure
my PD (pupil distance) for the glasses. I see God in this computer that my brother
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enabled me to purchase and that allows me to communicate with the world. I also
see God in me when I look into a mirror or study my hands.
When we look at things and realize that God’s presence keeps them in existence,
then we see things with “real eyes.” Sometimes we are oblivious to sights that could
move us to praise and love God. During a walk, we need to stop and ponder the
yellow wild flower or the little frog sunning on our path. Or we need to stop work
every now and then and look out the window to observe the changing leaves or the
fluffy white clouds sailing across the sky.
While writing the book Ultimate Questions: How Major Religions Respond, I learned
that Daoists believe in qi,“a primal matrix of energy” from which all matter emerges.
For them this is not a personal God. Interestingly, when I attended a session on Reiki
(ki or qi) at a public library this week, the master explained that this practice promotes
peace and harmony within a person. The practitioner is a channel that allow the
energy that permeates the universe to flow through him or her and into the patient.
This energy can be thought of as life, love, God, or Jesus.

About Sister Kathleen Glavich, SND
Jesus ordered us to make disciples of all
nations and teach them. Mary Kathleen, a
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responds to this call through writing, speaking,
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About Catholic Faith Corner
A warm welcome to Catholic Faith Corner! May
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Catholic faith, inspire you, and give you hope.
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Where have you seen God this week?
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Newest Book
In "Heart to Heart with Mary: A Yearly Devotional"
Our Blessed Mother speaks to us every day of the
year and a suggestion is provided for a responsse.
It is similar to the popular book "Jesus Calling"
and can be found on Amazon or purchased from
me.
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Featured Book
Totally Catholic! A Catechism for Kids and Their
Parents and Teachers
Do you wish you had a simple, child-friendly
summary of what Catholics believe? This book
took first place in the Association of Catholic
Publishers awards 2014 in the category of
Children’s Books. It can be purchased from
Pauline Books and Media or from me. ($14.95)

A Heavenly Book
Do you believe in angels? Most people do. The
Catholic Companion to Angels offers heavenly
facts about these majestic creatures, confirming
that you can turn to them for help. Uniquely, The
Angels comes with three covers (statue, stainedglass, or painting). Choose the one you like best.
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Available from ACTA Publications and me.
($10.00)

My First Novel!
The Fisherman's Wife is the story of St. Peter's
spouse, the long-suffering but delightful woman
who puts up with Peter and his obsession with
the itinerant preacher named Jesus. Through her
we meet Peter, Jesus, and other biblical
characters. In Capernaum she witnesses Jesus'
healings and hears his words.The book is based
on the Gospels, legends, and what is known
about first-century Jewish women. The rest is
sheer imagination. Order directly from me FOR
AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY at kglavich@ndec.org.

A Bit of Humor
A Slow Student During indoor recess, the third
and fourth graders were playing school. Taking
part in the game, the teacher, Sister Janet, sat at
a child's desk. Adam, who was playing the
teacher, came up to her and asked, "And just how
many years have you been kept back?" (from
"Why Is Jesus in the Microwave?")
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About the Sisters of Notre Dame,
Chardon, Ohio
The Sisters of Notre Dame
of Chardon, Ohio, belong to
an international
congregation of more than
two thousand apostolic
women religious. We are one in mind and one
in heart for the transformation of the world in
Christ.
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